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The effect of microwave irradiation on the spin-torque-driven magnetization dynamics is studied in (Co/Ni)based nanopillar spin valves with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. For this purpose, a setup was developed to
measure the ac as well as the dc resistance of the nanopillar under applied fields and injected polarized currents,
while irradiating microwaves with varying frequency (6–18 GHz) and power. We find that the microwave
irradiation amplifies and maintains the precessional state of the eigenresonance within a larger field range.
The experiments are discussed in comparison to micromagnetic as well as macrospin simulations utilizing the
nonlinearized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.83.184427
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within nanopillar spin valves consisting of a ferromagnetic
hard layer, acting as a spin polarizer, and a ferromagnetic soft
(free) layer separated by a nonmagnetic spacer layer, the spintorque1,2 effect manifests itself by magnetization switching
and by steady-state precessions.3,4 Many investigations were
conducted for systems with an easy axis of magnetization in
the film plane that demonstrate the steady-state precession
frequencies in the microwave regime, allowing the effect to be
employed for microwave generation.5,6 A theory to understand
microwave generation by spin-polarized currents is provided
in Ref. 7 Motivated by the possibility of dc-induced microwave
generation, the influence of rf excitation on systems with an
easy axis of magnetization in the film plane was studied at
low frequencies (below 15 GHz) using rf currents8 and at high
frequencies (40–60 GHz) using microwave irradiation.9
Experiments on nanopillars with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) revealed that the current densities needed
for magnetization switching are effectively reduced10 as compared to in-plane systems. While a precessional elliptical state
can easily be studied for in-plane magnetized samples, it is far
more complicated in the case of PMA-based systems because
the circular precession of the magnetization perpendicular to
the film plane does not change the giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) signal.11 Consequently, in investigations of PMAswitching layers, either polarizing layers with in-plane easy
magnetization12 or a third in-plane magnetized ferromagnetic
layer that indirectly monitors the motion of the PMA-switching
layer were used.11 A recent theoretical work discussed the
influence of microwave irradiation on (Co/Ni)-based systems
with PMA and showed that microwave-assisted switching
might be indeed beneficial.13
In the present paper, the spin-transfer-torque effect within
(Co/Ni)-based systems with PMA is experimentally studied
1098-0121/2011/83(18)/184427(8)

under microwave irradiation in the frequency range of 5–
11 GHz, which is in the range of the magnetization eigenresonance. The investigation focuses on the effect of microwave
irradiation on the precessional state of the system rather
than on microwave-assisted switching. Our study provides
unambiguous evidence that (i) the resonance frequency of
nanopillars for arbitrary orientation of the two magnetizations,
including the special case of two PMA-based materials, can
be determined and (ii) the critical current density needed to
excite the steady-state precession is reduced by microwave
irradiation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The layout of the experimental setup is schematically shown
in Fig. 1. The ac resistance (dV /dI ) and the dc resistance
can be measured in the presence of a magnetic field while
microwaves in the gigahertz range are irradiating the sample.
The setup to detect the magnetoresistance is based on a
modified version of the measurement bridge described in
Ref. 14. The detection limit is !R
= 10−5 . The magnetic
R
field can be swept up to 2 T and can be oriented parallel
or perpendicular to the sample plane. To enable microwave
broadband irradiation, a coaxial semirigid microwave cable
(SRMC) with a diameter of 2 mm is utilized (which is
described in more detail in the Appendix).
The samples used for the investigations are made of
(Co/Ni)-based PMA materials. The magnetically hard layer
acting as a spin polarizer is given by a (Co/Pt)-(Co/Ni)
multilayer while the free (switching) layer is given by a
(Co/Ni) multilayer. Both layers are separated from each other
by a copper spacer layer. Details of the sample preparation
have been published elsewhere.15–17 The films were patterned
to form 50 × 300 nm2 nanopillars. A total of eight devices
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic overview of the experimental
setup. The connection of the different components with the measurement bridge, which is a modification of the bridge described in
Ref. 14, enables measurement of the magnetoresistance. The signal
detected by means of the lock-in technique relies on the use of a
modulated alternating current with a dc offset. The measurement
bridge is an ac low-resistance bridge only allowing the measurement
of resistances up to 20 ".

Figure 2(a) shows the resistance change versus the magnetic
field. We observed the magnetic switching of the free and fixed
layer by applying a small ac current (with frequency f =
997 Hz and amplitude A = 40 µA) without a dc current, Idc .
The measurement starts in the parallel alignment of both layers
at a high magnetic field (of 500 mT). The free layer switches
from the parallel to the antiparallel state at B = ± 95 mT.
By increasing the magnetic field the hard layer switches
from antiparallel to parallel alignment at B = ± 410 mT.
Between −500 and 500 mT we find an overall symmetric
curve with respect to the zero field. The observed response
can be explained by the GMR effect. Without any injected dc
current the switching field of the hard (Co/Pt)-(Co/Ni) layer
is about 400 mT. After saturation, the maximum magnetic field
is limited to 250 mT to avoid any magnetization change in the
hard layer when measuring the minor loop.
Figure 2(b) shows the resistance change as a function
of Idc . The measurement starts in the parallel alignment of
the magnetization at Idc = 9 mA. At a critical dc current,
IC− = −5.2 mA, the configuration switches from parallel to
antiparallel alignment and at IC+ = 2.6 mA the configuration
switches back to the parallel alignment. Considering the
elliptical shape of the sample, we calculate the critical current
densities JC− ≈ 1.10 × 107 A/cm2 (IC− = −5.2 mA) and
JC+ ≈ 5.52 × 106 A/cm2 (IC+ = 2.6 mA). The parabolic shape
is due to Joule heating. To avoid this parabolic background
for all measurements shown in the following, the external
magnetic field was varied at a constant dc current, Idc . The
shifted zero point of the parabola is due to the Peltier effect.18
The measurement in Fig. 2(b) was performed at the remanence
field of the magnet (which is 3 mT).
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were measured and showed a resistance of 3.3 ± 0.02 " in
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= 0.25%.
R
All measurements shown here were performed at room
temperature with the magnetic field applied perpendicularly
to the film plane.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The ac resistance change as a function
of the perpendicular magnetic field. (b) The ac resistance change as
a function of the dc current.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the ac resistance change,
!Rac , as a function of the magnetic field for several injected
currents. Idc is defined as positive if the electrons flow from
the hard (Co/Pt)-(Co/Ni) layer (polarizer) to the free (Co/Ni)
layer. Two types of ac resistance curves were observed.
For Idc < 9 mA a hysteretic behavior is observed, as shown
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). We note that for Idc = 0 a square
hysteresis loop shifted toward negative magnetic fields by
about 30 mT due to the dipolar field generated by the hard
layer19 is observed (although it is not shown in this work). The
coercivity at Idc = 0 is 95 mT [see Fig. 2(a)].
As Idc increases, the coercivity decreases and the hysteresis
loop shifts toward larger negative fields as shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) for Idc = 6 mA. This is consistent with the analytical
results of Fig. 6(a) and it is due to the spin-transfer torque
as explained in detail in Ref. 6. The switching fields are now
−117 and −70 mT, respectively.
For Idc > 9 mA a peak in the ac resistance is observed
as shown in Fig. 3(c). The maximum of the peak occurs at a
magnetic field of −190 mT. Note that for Idc > 9 mA a peak in
the ac magnetoresistance can also be observed. By analyzing
the dc resistance changes, Rdc [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)], one
can conclude that the process of magnetization movement is
irreversible for low dc currents and reversible for larger ones
(for which the peak is observed in the ac resistance change).
For a dc current of 6 mA a hysteresis is observed, just like for
the ac resistance change, implying an irreversible process. This
irreversibility is given by the switching of the magnetization
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The ac resistance change (left column) and the dc resistance (right column) as a function of the perpendicular
magnetic field for different dc currents, Idc .

between parallel and antiparallel alignment relative to the
magnetization of the polarizer. At Idc = 9 mA, however, the
dc resistance change is nonhysteretic, clearly indicating a
reversible change of the magnetization direction. In this case,
!Rac is just given by the derivative of the dc resistance change
producing the peaklike behavior. As discussed in detail below
and observed by other authors before,5,6 the reversible change
is given by a steady-state precession of the magnetization and
is caused by the competition between the external field, which
favors an antiparallel alignment of the magnetizations, and
the spin-torque, which supports the parallel orientation of the
two magnetizations. The effect of the microwave irradiation
in the gigahertz range on !Rac is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
ac resistance curves are obtained for a constant dc current
of Idc = 10 mA while sweeping the magnetic field up to
−250 mT without irradiating the device. It is compared to
the measurement performed under identical conditions but
with microwave irradiation of 7.7 GHz. When the sample
is not irradiated, a peak in !Rac is observed at B = −188
mT. When the sample is irradiated at 7.7 GHz, the peak is
only slightly shifted and becomes broader and higher. The
increasing amplitude of the peak is a hint that the microwave
irradiation enhances the magnetization precessional state. The
fact that the peak is broader under microwave irradiation shows
that a precession can be excited for a wider field range. This is
comparable to the behavior also observed in the mutual phase
locking of two spin-torque oscillators.20,21
Figure 4(b) shows the evolution of the ac resistance, !Rac ,
for a fixed field of −190 mT and Idc = 10 mA as a function
of the frequency tuned from 5 to 11 GHz. A maximum is
measured at 7.75 GHz [which is very close to the zerofrequency peak, the blue line in Fig. 4(a)]. The signal under

microwave irradiation at f = 7.75 GHz is strongly enhanced.
Two smaller modes are observed at f = 9.4 and 10.3 GHz.
A clear enhancement of the ac resistance signal is observed
for frequencies from 7 to 9 GHz. The fact that several peaks
appear in the frequency spectrum is due to several oscillation
modes; this is supported by the micromagnetic simulations
discussed below.
The device shows a situation where the almost closed
hysteresis is overlapped by the precession peak at 9 mA,
as shown in Fig. 4(c), with additional microwave irradiation
at a frequency of 7.9 GHz. This shows that the microwave
irradiation gives rise to magnetization precession and that
the critical current needed to create magnetization oscillation
can be reduced by applying a microwave field tuned to the
resonance frequency.
IV. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
A. Micromagnetic simulations of the precessional states

To obtain a better understanding of the precessional state
we performed micromagnetic simulations using the objectoriented micromagnetic framework (OOMMF)22 code. The
normal modes of the elliptically shaped pillar were calculated
by using the same magnetic field of −190 mT perpendicular to
the layers (z direction) as in the experiment [see Fig. 4(b)]. In
addition, a small magnetic field of 1 mT in the x direction (i.e.,
in the layer plane along the long axis of the elliptical pillar)
is applied to generate a small deviation of the magnetization
away from the film normal. After saturation, the small field
is removed and the time evolution of the magnetization
precession is calculated. The Fourier transformation directly
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FIG. 5. (Color online) OOMMF calculation of the amplitude as a
function of frequency. Visualizations of the different magnetization
states at the maxima of the amplitude reveal (a) a uniform mode and
(b) and (c) spin-wave modes (for details see text).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The ac resistance change over the
magnetic field for Idc = 10 mA without microwave irradiation (red
line) and with a microwave at f = 7.7 GHz (blue line). (b) The
frequency-dependent measurement of the resistance change. (c) The
ac resistance change over the magnetic field for a dc current of 9 mA
and f = 7.9 GHz.

yields the normal, calculated modes as a function of frequency.
Note that no spin-torque term has been included in the
calculation.
Figure 5 shows the signal amplitude as a function of the
microwave frequency. One clearly observes a main mode in the
spectrum and two smaller modes located at higher frequencies.
(Note that the amplitude of the smaller modes was multiplied
by a factor of 10.) For every mode, we have plotted snapshots
of the magnetization state within the pillar at the respective
frequency maxima of the amplitude [see Figs. 5 (a)–5(c)]. The
different colors visualize these deviations from the equilibrium
direction (z direction); red indicates a dynamic component
along the x direction in the film plane and blue indicates a
deviation along the −x direction. Blue and red spots, therefore,
show spins precessing 180◦ out of phase.

For the main mode [see Fig. 5(a)] all magnetic moments
precess in phase. The snapshot of the first smaller mode
[see Fig. 5(b)] shows two nodes, implying that there are
phase shifts of the precession along the x direction. Thus
the mode can be identified with a so-called forward-volume
mode, for which the propagation vector, k, is oriented in the
plane along the long axis of the elliptical pillar while the
equilibrium magnetization is aligned out of plane along the
film normal.23 The name “forward” mode stems from the
fact that for such modes the group velocity is positive (in
contrast to the so-called backward-volume modes; see Ref. 23
for details). The snapshot of the second smaller mode [see
Fig. 5(c)] exhibits four nodes.
The calculated spectrum corresponds to the experimental
one of Fig. 4(b) when the following parameters are used:
uniaxial out-of-plane anisotropy K2⊥ = 2.23 × 105 J/m3 , saturation magnetization Ms = 617 × 103 A/m, a gyromagnetic
ratio of γ = 175.87 GHz/T, and a Gilbert damping parameter
α = 0.1 (taken from Ref. 13). The uniform mode appears at the
same frequency as in the experiment (f = ω/2π = 7.7 GHz)
and the spin-wave excitations appear at higher frequencies.
Their frequencies are 10.0 and 12.3 GHz.
B. Macrospin dynamics

To obtain a better understanding of the dynamics of
the device we have modeled its current-field phase diagram, obtained by solving the nonlinearized LandauLifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with the spin-torque
contribution,2
⃗
⃗
dM
⃗ × B⃗eff ) + α M
⃗×M
= −γ (M
dt
Ms
dt
γβ ⃗
⃗ × p).
M × (M
⃗
−
Ms

(1)

Here Ms is the saturation magnetization, γ = gµB /h̄ is the
gyromagnetic ratio (where g is the g factor), and α is the
Gilbert-damping parameter. We chose a coordinate system
such that the z axis of the Cartesian coordinate system
coincides with the direction normal to the layers. The first
term on the right-hand side describes the precession of the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Phase diagram showing the dc current, Idc , vs an external magnetic field B for the stable parallel alignment (P)
of the (Co/Ni) layer and polarizer, the stable antiparallel alignment (AP), the steady-state precession, and a bistable state. The latter describes
the hysteretic switching between P and AP alignment. (b)–(d) The field dependence of the out-of-plane equilibrium angle, θ , of the (Co/Ni)
magnetization for different (fixed) values of the dc current: (e) Idc = 9 mA, (f) Idc = 7.5 mA, and (g) Idc = 6 mA. The solid and dashed lines
indicate the direction of the external magnetic field sweep (see text). (e) and (f) The trajectory of the (Co/Ni) magnetization for the three dc
current values. The solid and dashed lines indicate the direction of the external magnetic field sweep as indicated by the arrows. The external
field values for the calculation are B = −83, −73, and −54 mT, respectively. The z direction was chosen to be aligned parallel to the film
normal.

macrospin driven by the effective field, Beff . The latter is
given by the external dc magnetic field, B, including the
field produced by the polarizer stray field (measured at
30 mT) and the effective magnetization of the sample, Meff =
2K2⊥ /Ms − Nµ0 Ms . While the shape anisotropy, N µ0 Ms ,
always favors an easy axis in the plane of the pillar, the
intrinsic out-of-plane anisotropy field, 2K2⊥ /Ms , with positive
K2⊥ overcompensates the shape anisotropy and stabilizes the
out-of-plane easy axis of magnetization observed in (Co/Ni)
multilayers. Details of the interplay between the two contributions to Meff and their dependence on the growth conditions
in thin film samples have been discussed in Ref. 24. For the
calculation, the same parameters as for the OOMMF simulation
were chosen, only K2⊥ = 2.35 × 105 J/m3 was taken to be
5% larger than the one used in the OOMMF calculation. Note
that the small lateral dimensions of the elliptical (Co/Ni) layer
lead to a reduction of the demagnetizing factor, Nz ≈ 0.94 (see
Ref. 25), as compared to a thin film.
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the
Gilbert-damping term with the phenomenological damping
parameter α. The last term describes the contribution of the

spin torque as proposed by Slonczewski2 with
β=

h̄gP Idc
,
2 |e| Ms dV

(2)

where d is the film thickness, J is the current density defined as
positive for the case when the electrons flow from the polarizer
)3
to the (Co/Ni) layer, and gP = 1/(−4 + (3+m4Pz )(1+P
) is the
3/2
polarization function. It should be noted that the Slonszweski
term can have two effects: it may lead to additional damping
of the system or to a precessional contribution that drives the
magnetization, that is, β > 0 or β < 0. This is shown, e.g., in
Ref. 26.
After solving Eq. (1), we get the following set of nonlinear
equations that describe the time evolution of the components
of the magnetization (unit) vector, mi = Mi /Ms :
ṁx = α(my ṁz − mz ṁy ) − γ my (B + Meff mz ) − γβmx mz ,
ṁy = α(mz ṁx − mx ṁz ) + γ mx (B + Meff mz ) − γβmy mz ,
!
"
(3)
ṁz = α(mx ṁy − my ṁx ) − γβ m2z − 1 .
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Figure 6(a) shows the resulting phase diagram constructed
by solving the above equations for different current and
external magnetic field combinations. The parameters needed
for the calculation were the same as in the OOMMF simulation
discussed above. The diagram is plotted for positive current
values and positive and negative field values. The results
for a given current-field combination are also shown in
Figs. 6(e)–6(g). To obtain the plots, we have computed three
magnetization components, mi , that describe the trajectory
of the magnetization vector from the above equations. Note
that the z direction was chosen to coincide with the direction
perpendicular to the layers in the pillar. Consequently, the
x and y components are oriented within the plane of the
(Co/Ni) film. For Idc = 6 mA [see Fig. 6(g)] and B = −54 mT
the (Co/Ni) magnetization starts to precess from its initial
orientation parallel to the polarizer (i.e., parallel to the −z
direction) toward a stable antiparallel alignment. At this
current value one obtains current-induced switching of the
(Co/Ni) magnetization. In contrast, Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) show
the situation for the higher current values of I = 7.5 mA
and B = −73 mT and I = 9 mA and B = −83 mT. In this
case, a steady-state precession is excited. The opening angle
depends on the magnitude of the magnetic field and the
dc current.
The complete phase diagram is obtained by calculating the
trajectories for different current-field values. Stable parallel
and antiparallel orientation of the (Co/Ni) layer and the
polarizer are denoted by P and AP, respectively. In the case of
hysteretic switching, one also obtains current-field values for
which both orientations are stable depending on the history of
the system. The boundary between this bistable area and the
area with either a stable parallel or an antiparallel alignment is
given by the blue and yellow lines in the phase diagram, which
can be calculated from Eq. (3) (with a detailed calculation
being given in Appendix B). When sweeping the external magnetic field, B, at Idc = 0, one obtains a classical field-driven
hysteresis. The two coercive fields are shifted by the stray
field of the polarizer (which is about 30 mT) toward negative
field values. As can be seen in the phase diagram, this leads to
coercive fields of about −80 and +20 mT. Upon increasing the
dc current the field swept hysteresis is shifted even more toward
negative fields and the coercivity is decreased. This behavior
is in accordance with the experimental observation shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
At Idc = 7 to 8 mA the calculation predicts a steady-state
precession of the (Co/Ni) magnetization around the film
normal, as seen in Figs. 3(d) and in 3(c). The region in
phase space for which a steady-state precession at negative
external magnetic fields becomes possible increases for higher
dc currents.
Furthermore, Figs. 6(b)–6(d) show—for the same current
values as used for calculating the trajectories—the field
dependence of the polar out-of-plane angle, θ . While for a
dc current of I = 6 mA a sharp change between 0◦ (parallel
alignment) and 180◦ (antiparallel alignment) is revealed, for
higher dc current values of Idc = 7.5 and 9 mA a narrow field
region exists for which the stable values of θ , in between the
parallel and antiparallel orientation, are allowed corresponding
to the steady-state precession. The plots together with the phase
diagram also show that for 7 < Idc < 12 mA the precession

can be excited only when the magnetic field is starting from
negative values [solid curves in Figs. 6(b)–6(d)]. In contrast,
above 12 mA the precession can be obtained for both sweep
directions of the applied field.
Finally, we would like to make a remark on thermal
fluctuations. They have a noticeable influence on the critical
currents of the phase diagram moving the boundaries of
the hysteretic and nonhysteretic regions, so that such limits
acquire a degree of uncertainty.27 The main effects are that
thermal fluctuations cause transitions between magnetic states
and, therefore, the width of the hysteretic region depends
on temperature.27 Finite-temperature effects can be studied
through statistical descriptions or by adding a random field to
the effective field, thus changing the theoretical analysis from
a deterministic study to a statistical one.27 Such effects were
ignored here.
V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown that mircowave irradiation with
a frequency close to the eigenprecession frequency affects the
spin-transfer-torque-driven motion of the magnetization. This
was performed on perpendicularly magnetized nanopillars
for which no conventional experimental method allows a
determination of the precession frequency. Furthermore, it was
shown that the critical current density can be strongly reduced
by microwave irradiation. The method provides a powerful
tool to study magnetization dynamics not only in nanopillar
spin valves with perpendicular anisotropy but also, in general,
in nanostructured samples. The results of the measurements
were compared to micromagnetic and macrospin calculations.
They revealed that the modes observed in the resistance
measurements, indeed, stem from a steady-state precession
of the spins in the sample. In addition to the eigenresonance,
magnetostatic forward-volume modes are excited.
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APPENDIX A: MICROWAVE GENERATION

To enable microwave broadband irradiation, a coaxial
semirigid microwave cable (SRMC) with a diameter of 2 mm
is utilized. To produce a high-frequency magnetic field in the
film plane and perpendicular to the external field, the SRMC is
electrically shorted at its end by connecting the inner conductor
and the ground shield of the SRMC. The direction of the short
is oriented perpendicular to the external magnetic field, B.
The electric field of the microwave induces a current along
the short, which results in a magnetic field around the short
and perpendicular to B, as schematically shown in Fig. 7(a).
While the shorted SRMC can be employed also to detect FMR
by measuring the reflected microwave power,28 in our case it
is used for excitation only. The performance of the shorted
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(a)

By evaluating the derivatives
"
d ! 2
mx + m2y = 2(mx ṁx + my ṁy )
dt
and
"
"
d ! 2
d !
mx + m2y =
1 − m2z = −2mz ṁz ,
dt
dt
it follows that mx ṁx + my ṁy = −mz ṁz . In this case,
Eq. (4)can be written as
#
!
"$
ṁz 1 − α 2 m2z − 1 = −α 2 m2z ṁz
!
"
−γ m2z − 1 [β + α (B + Meff mz )]

z
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Sketch of a coaxial semirigid
microwave cable with generated microwave field and sample.
(b) Dependence of the x, y, and z components of the microwave
field on the distance from the short in the middle of the short platelet.

SRMC has been simulated using the finite-element-method
simulation software HFSS (by Ansoft). Figure 7(b) shows the
simulation of all components of the high-frequency magnetic
field with respect to the coordinate system from Fig. 7(a)
as a function of the distance between short and sample.
While the x and z components are almost zero, there is a
strong y component perpendicular to the rf current direction
(y direction) in the short. This field drives the magnetization.
Due to the broadband properties of the SRMC, the frequency
of this excitation field can be varied from about 6 to 18 GHz.
The shape of the short, chosen to be a thin platelet, strongly
influences the 1/r decay as a function of the distance to the
sample, expected for a short with circular cross section and
radius r. In the case of the platelet, the decrease is far less
pronounced and even at a distance of about 0.5 mm the field
amplitude still exhibits about half of its value at the surface of
the short. The typical sample distance is 0.25–0.5 mm. In order
to increase the signal strength of the microwave generator, we
use an amplifier with a maximal output power of 1 W.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF CRITICAL REGIONS IN
THE PHASE DIAGRAM

By inserting the expressions for ṁx and ṁy , given by
Eq. (3), into the equation for ṁz , and taking into account
that m
⃗ ·m
⃗˙ = 0, we obtain the following equation:
#
!
"$
ṁz 1 − α 2 m2z − 1 = α 2 mz (mx ṁx + my ṁy )
"
!
− γ m2z − 1 [β + α (B + Meff mz )] .

!
"
!
"
ṁz 1 + α 2 = −γ m2z − 1 [β + α (B + Meff mz )] .

This yields the following equation for ṁz :
!
"
γ 1 − m2z [β + α (B + Meff mz )]
ṁz =
.
1 + α2
From this equation we can extract the static solutions for d(mz )/dt = 0. These are mz = ± 1 as well as
the nontrivial solution given by βpz + α (B + Meff mz ).
From the former equation we can obtain the critical
currents that separate regions in the B-Idc phase diagram, where the parallel or antiparallel states lose their
stability,
P
Idc
=−

2 |e| MS V α
(B + Meff ) ,
hgP (1)

AP
Idc
=−

2 |e| MS V α
(B − Meff ) .
hgP (−1)

In fact, the same critical regions were obtained by Mangin et al.
[see Eqs. (2a) and (2b) in Ref. 15]. The critical currents are
P
shown in Fig. 6(a), where Idc
is represented by the blue line and
AP
Idc
by the yellow line. Note that these curves have different
slopes due to the dependence on the spin-torque polarization
factor, gP , on the magnetization. This fact ensures that both
∗
P
AP
curves cross at a critical point (B ∗ , Idc
), where Idc
= Idc
,
above which there is no hysteretic behavior. The critical field
and current are given by
B ∗ = −Meff
∗
Idc
=−

gp (−1) + gp (1)
,
gp (−1) − gp (1)

4 |e| MS V αMeff
.
[gp (−1) − gp (1)]

Then, for the currents above this threshold, precessional states
should take place in a small field window, which increases with
a current. The precession is characterized by a stable value of
mz that must be a solution of
mz = −
or
mz = −

hgp (mz ) Idc
B
−
Meff
2 |e| MS V αMeff

2gp (mz )
Idc
B
−
∗ .
Meff
(gp (−1) − gp (1)) Idc

One should note that this solution is valid only for currents
∗
above Idc
and for fields in the precessional region.
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